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Kurzfassung
Robotersystemen werden vermehrt für komplexe Fertigungsprozesse und die Fertigung
kleiner Losgrößen eingesetzt. Die Programmierung und Konﬁguration von Robotern
ist jedoch zeit- und ressourcenaufwändig und mit hohen Kosten verbunden, welche
insbesondere für kleine und mittlere Unternehmen eine Herausforderung darstellen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung eines wissensbasierten Frameworks, das die Limitierungen der aktuellen Technik überwinden und die Agilität
und Autonomie von Robotiksystemen erweitern soll. Die Fähigkeiten des Frameworks
umfassen sowohl logische Schlussfolgerungen als auch Objekterkennungs- und Lokalisationsfähigkeiten. Dies wird erweitert um die Fähigkeit, Prozesse zu planen, geeignete
Aktionen auszuwählen und diese schlussendlich auszuführen. Das eingesetzte Produktmodell in Form von Ontologien ermöglicht, dass das Framework Sensordaten semantisch mit
Produktmodellen, Handhabungsvorgängen und benötigten Werkzeugen verknüpfen kann.
Das entwickelte Framework ermöglicht roboterbasierten Produktionssystemen eine einfachere Anpassung an die individualisierte Produktion mit kleinen Losgrößen und einer
signiﬁkanten Anzahl von Produktvarianten, welche eine schnellere Konﬁguration und
eﬃziente Planung erfordert. Der vorgestellte Ansatz wird in einer Laborumgebung anhand
einer industriellen Pilotanlage evaluiert.
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Abstract
There is a trend to apply robotic systems for small batch production as well as for
complex manufacturing processes. However, programming and conﬁguration of robots
are time and resource consuming being also accompanied by high costs that are especially
challenging for small- and medium-sized enterprises.
The thesis focuses on the development of a knowledge-driven framework, which should
overcome the limitations of the state-of-the-art robotics solutions and enhance the agility
and autonomy of industrial robotics systems using ontologies as a knowledge-source. The
framework includes reasoning and perception abilities as well as the ability to make plans,
select appropriate actions, and ﬁnally execute these actions. The introduced product
model in form of ontologies enables that the framework can semantically link perception
data to product models and consequently with handling operations and required tools.
The developed framework enables robot-based production systems easier adaption to
individualized production with small lot sizes and a signiﬁcant number of product variants,
which is requiring faster conﬁguration and eﬃcient planning. The presented approach is
evaluated in a laboratory environment with an industrial pilot test case.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
1.1

Motivation & Problem Statement

Assembly operations are considered to be among the most intensive and costly processes
in production lines. This is mainly due to the variability of the assembled parts and
the complexity of the executed tasks, with the issue of rising complexity when the
demand ﬂuctuates in terms of volume and product types [AGPC16]. The assembly
of manufactured goods accounts for over 50% of total production time and 20% of
total production cost. In the automotive industry, 20-70% of the direct labor costs
are spent on assembly. These statistics show the vital importance of assembly and
indicate the prospective savings to be achieved by improving assembly approaches and
technologies [EE16]. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are regarded as a key technology for
the development of future industrial systems by the strong integration and tight coupling
of computational and physical capabilities [DL17].
Today’s manufacturing and assembly systems have to be ﬂexible to adapt quickly to largescale ﬂuctuations of demand, increasing product variants with speciﬁc conﬁgurations,
random dispatching of orders, short delivery lead times of products, and short product life
cycles. To compete in global markets, the production lines should be able to eﬀortlessly
adapt to new production circumstances without sacriﬁcing cost-eﬀectiveness or product
quality [BBB+ 11]. Robots can play an essential role to provide this transformation
as robotics technology, which can prove high eﬃciency, precision, and repeatability is
regarded as a viable solution to cope with these challenges.
However, beyond repetitive tasks of predeﬁned simple pick-and-place actions, traditional
approaches to planning and control become complex and expensive, when it comes to
handling parts with high variability or acting in less structured environments [ILS+ 19].
Usually, the robot is equipped with a form of Teach Pendant, which the expert robot
integrator can use to program positions and motions of the robot arm. In this way,
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industrial applications are usually hard-coded for every speciﬁc product type and require
manual reprogramming in the case of a newly introduced product variant [WVN+ 19].
Hard-coded in this context means that all relevant parameters (coordinates and angles)
that specify executable robot actions are predeﬁned and known in advance. This kind of
traditional control concept for industrial robots requires a signiﬁcant amount of time,
suﬃcient expertise, and programming eﬀorts for every change and adaptation. Besides,
this classical approach suﬀers from the diﬃculty that the robot behavior should be
speciﬁed for all thinkable situations and it has only limited possibilities to adapt in case
needed for a given situation [JC16]. The demand for more ﬂexibility on the shop ﬂoor
requires novel approaches that can cope autonomously and fast with a larger amount of
product variability.
To achieve the required level of ﬂexibility and to provide customized production lots,
industrial robots need to be more autonomous [KAFZ19]. One of the most important
instruments for enabling robots to work more autonomously is knowledge. Robots need
to possess relevant knowledge about their environment, capabilities, and actions when
performing a speciﬁc task [AMQP+ 13, WZL07]. In this context, signiﬁcant know-how
possessed commonly by human experts should be represented in the robotic system.
This means to realize the robot’s control in a knowledge-enabled manner, where the
robot is equipped with the relevant knowledge needed to perform complex tasks [TB13].
Moreover, the knowledge representation is separated from the program logic and can
be used for diﬀerent scenarios, so the robot can retrieve this knowledge for instance for
autonomously generating process plans. Besides, programmers can develop programs
that are independent of tasks, robots, or environments, which can signiﬁcantly speed up
the realization of new applications [OABK+ 19]. A vital part of this approach is that
the knowledge is represented symbolically in a way that the robot can understand and
extract information that is relevant for further actions.
Ontologies are frequently used to capture the conceptual information models and understand the relationships between entities. They are deﬁned as an explicit, formal
speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualization [Gru95]. In this context, they can be used for
modeling speciﬁc robotics knowledge oﬀering a consistent view of the involved concepts
(objects, actions, capabilities, constraints, states, etc.) but also providing semantic relationships between them. The exploitation of semantics and ontologies in the industrial
robot domain is regarded to be very prospective [ZAF16, PRK+ 19, SKKF+ 19]. However,
current developments are rather task-oriented and a comprehensive generic approach is
still required for being able to cover diverse product types as well as related manufacturing
activities in industrial robotics, incorporating operations, equipment, manipulation, planning, scheduling, etc. Besides, ontologies alone are not enough to enable the autonomy
of robotics systems. Particularly the integration of process planning and ontologies is a
challenging research topic, where much more attention has to be set on the symbiosis of
planning mechanism with formal modeling and reasoning processes. Besides, considering
that much of the available information may be irrelevant for the task that the robot aims
to achieve, a challenge is to infer the robot’s knowledge and select reasonable and useful
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information for a given task [AKL16]. Moreover, there are still some diﬃculties in the
mapping between the involved concepts and seamless transformation from the product
or part characteristics and geometry into a process plan. In this context, it would be
valuable if the approach could reason about manipulation characteristics and constraints,
but also integrate sensing resources to handle possible anomalies.

1.2

Contributions

The following contributions of this thesis are provided to improve the current state-ofthe-art: The architecture of the framework, the world model in the form of an ontology,
the knowledge transformation in the Decision-Making component and the ontology-based
stereo vision module.

1.2.1

Framework Architecture

A novel knowledge-based framework architecture is presented aiming to fulﬁll the mentioned demands. The framework architecture encapsulates the system components and
deﬁnes the relations between the components. The developed approach simpliﬁes the
engineering eﬀorts and provides industrial robots with more ﬂexibility and adaptability
when handling increasing product variants.

1.2.2

World Model

A knowledge base with integrated reasoning services is integrated into the framework,
which can exploit the information provided by an ontology-based model to link it
with individual actions and the required manufacturing equipment. In this thesis, the
framework is extended with ontology concepts additionally covering knowledge about
manipulation and assembly constraints as well as their relations.

1.2.3

Decision-Making component

Furthermore, the Decision-Making component can automatically query required domain
information including entities and their relations, which are relevant for automated
sequence plan generation. The presented approach extends my previous research, where
the OWL-PDDL Mapping scheme is introduced [HLM19]. This mapping scheme is implemented in the presented framework to enable the automatic knowledge transformation
between the knowledge base and the planner. Also, this work is based on the automatic
conﬁguration mechanisms of a robotics system [MHLL19, HLLM19].

1.2.4

Ontology-based Stereo Vision System

This is further extended, by also adding a knowledge-based stereo vision module for
automatic object recognition that can semantically link perception data with geometric
features represented in the knowledge base. This module is able to, on one side to

3
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recognize the targeted object and on the other side to semantically reason about the
object’s use. For this purpose, a user interface for a simpliﬁed stereo-camera setup is
also implemented.

1.3

Methodology

The methodology consists of the following four phases:
1. Technology Review and Requirements Analysis
The status analysis will investigate the current state-of-the-art and practices by
reviewing recent promising international research. The goal is to obtain a detailed
overview in the ﬁeld of CPSs, knowledge-based systems, ontologies, stereo vision
recognition and their application, especially in the industrial robotics domain. The
collection of good practice examples should provide important information about
reliable methods and technologies.

2. System Ontology Development
The aim of phase 2 is the development of an ontology to describe the production
processes as well as the robotics system. The resulting ontology is based on the
deﬁnition of a taxonomy of manufacturing components, operations and product
parts, which contributes to the formalization and understanding of the manufacturing problem. The ontology needs to represent an accurate model of the robot
environment including tools, but also other product and sub-part information, as
well as, manufacturing process information.

3. CPS Control Architecture
Phase 3 is concerned with the speciﬁcation of the CPS and the interaction model
to support the goal organization that the system needs to accomplish. Based on
the outputs of phases 1 and 2, a conceptual architecture of the CPS for controlling
the robotic system will be designed. Special attention will be given to shared
infrastructure services and interfaces to the low-level control as well as the vision
system and its conﬁguration user interface.

4. Application and Evaluation
The fourth phase constitutes testing and evaluating the entire CPS in two steps. In
the ﬁrst step, synthetic data is used to test and validate the developed core component of the system, the Decision-Making component. The agility and performance
of the component are studied simulating diﬀerent scenarios. This simulation oﬀers
also the possibility to test diﬀerent domains much faster than it would be possible
to do in a real system since an accelerated execution is possible. In the second
test, the whole system is tested and evaluated with a demonstration assembly
use-case. To test the capabilities of the framework, diﬀerent types of products and
automation components are involved, such as two types of robots and a conveyor.

4
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1.4

Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows: Related works and the state-of-the-art are analyzed
in Section 2. The framework architecture, as well as a description of its four contained
components (World Model, Decision-Making, Perception, and Execution) are presented
in Section 3. The implemented application is presented in Section 4. Moreover, an
evaluation of the approach is discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
thesis with an outlook on future research.
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Related Work
To perform particular tasks, an autonomous robotics system needs to perceive the
environment, store and retrieve knowledge and plan actions. The necessary knowledge
base in the form of Ontologies is outlined in the following Section 2.1. Section 2.2
highlights planning systems and planning languages with a special focus on robotics.
Robotics frameworks that incorporate both knowledge bases and planning are listed in
Section 2.3. Finally, machine perception methods for object detection are summarized in
Section 2.4 .

2.1

Ontologies and the Semantic Web

To perform particular tasks, an autonomous robotics system needs to consider several
issues such as actions to perform, involved objects, behaviors and tools to be used as well
as how to approach and manipulate objects. Knowledge plays a key role in the creation of
relationships between tasks, robot capabilities, perception, and actions. The knowledge is
expressed via knowledge representation methods to provide a machine-interpretable model
and enable the robot to understand the application domain, where symbols represent
objects or concepts from the real world [SZ19].

2.1.1

Semantic spectrum

In general, there are multiple semantic models to formalize knowledge. The spectrum
of models can be ordered by their semantic expressiveness, as shown in Figure 2.1. On
one side of the spectrum are simple lists, like glossaries or dictionaries, which provide
only syntactic interoperability by deﬁning a set of terms. On the other side of the
spectrum are the strong semantics of ontologies, which can also be used for automated
reasoning. Ontologies can be deﬁned as “a formal, explicit speciﬁcation of a shared
conceptualization”. [SBF98].

7
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Figure 2.1: The Semantic Spectrum of Knowledge Organization Systems. Image by Geoﬀ
Gross.

From left to right on this spectrum the degree of meaning and formality increases
which, vice versa, also decreases ambiguity. Additionally, with increasing expressiveness,
complexity also increases, which reduces eﬃciency [SS10]. As shown, there are multiple
levels of semantic models in between which build upon each other. There is the Informal
Hierarchy, which, in addition to a simple list, deﬁnes only an informal parent-child
relation, as, for example, a directory structure or any representation in the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) can formalize. This so-called, weak Taxonomy only formalizes
the relations semantically arbitrary, for example, in an application-oriented way to serve
a speciﬁc task [SS10]. On top of that, there is the Thesauri, which deﬁnes four relations:
Equivalence (same-as), Homography (spelled-same), Hierarchy (broader/narrower-than),
and Association (related-to). For example, the W3C Standard Simple Knowledge
Organisation System (SKOS)1 , can be used to model a Thesaurus [AH11]. On the other
hand, the (Strong) Taxonomy, formalizes hierarchy in a semantically strict way, to model
true subsets with the subclass relation. For example, the standard of RDF Schema
(RDFS) deﬁnes a formal syntax to formalize a Taxonomy [SS10]. This semantic model is
extended with instance-class relations, properties and cardinalities, which are Conceptual
Models, as, for example, the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML), RDF Schema (RDFS),
and some Web Ontology Language (OWL)-standards represent [McG02, McC04].

1
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SKOS, available at https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/

2.1. Ontologies and the Semantic Web

Figure 2.2: The Semantic Web Stack. Image by Benjamin Nowack2

2.1.2

Semantic Web Technologies

The Semantic Web describes the concept for the internet of a "universal information
space" for not only human users but also machines. One important building block of
the semantic web is ontologies as a knowledge base [BLHL01]. The layered architecture
stack, as visualized in Figure 2.2, shows the technologies of ontologies in context to their
dependent technologies for syntax, knowledge representation, querying, and semantics.

Resource Description Framework Model (RDF)
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is the foundation of the semantic web [AH11].
It is a modeling language to represent a world. This world can be the real world, or
any world of concepts, for example, to model ideas or documents [McC04]. RDF is
recommended by the W3C in the current version 1.13 . The elementary building blocks
2
Semantic Web Stack by Benjamin Nowack, available at http://bnode.org/blog/2009/07/08/
the-semantic-web-not-a-piece-of-cake
3
Resource Description Framework (RDF), available at https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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1
2
3
4

@prefix p r i a : <h t t p : / / p r i a . a t / ont / k n o w d r i f t . owl#>
<h t t p : / / p r i a . a t / ont / k n o w d r i f t . owl#Gripper1> p r i a : canHandle p r i a : Part_KL1 .
p r i a : G r i p p e r 1 p r i a : h a s S i z e " 4 2 . 0 ^ ^ xsd : d o u b l e " .

Listing 2.1: Two RDF triple examples with a full URI, CURIE and a value.

of RDF are RDF-statements, the RDF triples [SS10]. An RDF triple is deﬁned in the
following form:

subject predicate object

(2.1)

In many cases, this structure is used to relate an entity (subject) by an attribute
(predicate) with a value (object) [McC04]. The resulting data structure is a directed,
labeled, attributed, semantic multi-graph, where subject and object represent the nodes
and predicates the links [SS10]. RDF-resources rely on Uniform Resource Identiﬁer (URI)
references. For example, the two triples in Listing 2.1, models the ability of a gripper
with size 12 to manipulate a speciﬁed part.
Note that the ﬁrst RDF-resource, the subject, uses the full URI notation, whereas the
latter two use the abbreviation scheme Compact URI (CURIE) which is deﬁned in the
header [SS10]. In this example, the namespace pria, followed by a colon substitutes the
long URI http://pria.at/ont/knowdrift.owl. There is also a default namespace that is
identiﬁed without any symbols, by just the colon [AH11]. The use of this abbreviation
scheme can enhance readability and serialization ﬁle sizes.
There are multiple RDF-syntax representations to serialize RDF-statements. The showed
example uses the N3 RDF Syntax4 , which is designed for human readability. N3 itself
originates from the Turtle syntax, which is a subset of N3. Traditionally, the original
RDF syntax is based on XML, because of the ﬁrst RDF standardization in 1999. Modern
systems also use a representation based on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) called
JSON for Linking Data (JSON-LD)5 .
In many cases, consecutive RDF triples are referencing the same subject. Similarly to the
English language, the N3 syntax enables the compact notation of extending an existing
triple with a semicolon, directly followed by another predicate and object to reference
the same subject. This scheme can also be used with a comma separation to list multiple
objects, as shown in Listing 2.2.
Additionally, RDF deﬁnes a vocabulary of multiple predeﬁned RDF-resources, for example,
rdf:type, rdf:Property, rdf:List [SS10].
In RDF applications, it can be necessary to track the origin of triples or to group
multiple graphs by an identiﬁer [AH11]. For this purpose, triples can be extended with
4
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

p r i a : G r i p p e r 1 p r i a : canHandle
p r i a : G r i p p e r 1 p r i a : canHandle

p r i a : Part_KL1 .
p r i a : Part_REL9 .

p r i a : G r i p p e r 1 p r i a : canHandle
p r i a : canHandle

p r i a : Part_KL1 ;
p r i a : Part_REL9 .

p r i a : G r i p p e r 1 p r i a : canHandle

p r i a : Part_KL1 ,
p r i a : Part_REL9 .

Listing 2.2: Three times the same two triples in two N3 abbreviation representations.

an additional attribute, the graph resource, to form a four-tuple. These tuples are also
referred to as quads.

Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS)
RDF Schema (RDFS)6 builds on top of RDF for additional classiﬁcation and speciﬁcation
in a similar manner to object-oriented-modeling. For this purpose, the standard speciﬁes
additional resources, such as rdfs:Class, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:range, rdfs:domain to model
class and attribute relationships [SS10].

However, RDFS has some limitations [SS10]:
• First, properties, as deﬁned with rdfs:range, are ﬁxed for all classes. In other words,
a range restriction can not be speciﬁed to apply only for some classes.
• Secondly, the disjointness of classes can not be speciﬁed with RDFS.
• Vice-versa, the deﬁnition of disjoint unions of classes to form new classes is also
not possible.
• With RDFS it is not possible to specify any form of cardinality for properties.
• Finally, special characteristics of properties can not be expressed, for example,
transitivity, uniqueness, or inverse properties.
To overcome these issues, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) is speciﬁed by the W3C.

Web Ontology Language (OWL) and Semantic Reasoning
The Web Ontology Language (OWL)7 extends the RDF/RDFS-stack with additional
expressivity. It was designed to provide a well-deﬁned syntax and semantic, eﬃcient
reasoning support, suﬃcient and convenient expressiveness [SS10]. The formal semantics
of additional axioms enables automated reasoning for the following purposes:
6
Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS), available at https://www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-schema/
7
Web Ontology Language (OWL), available at https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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• Class membership: Every instance of a class is also an instance of its parent classes.
• Class equivalence: Pairwise class equality form a connected equivalence class. For
example, if class A equals B and B equals C, we can infer that A also equals C.
• Consistency: Errors in the data model lead to impossible states which can be
revealed by semantic reasoning. For example, two classes can not be disjoint and
equal at the same time.
• Classiﬁcation: OWL enables a deﬁnition of suﬃcient conditions for class membership. This can be used to automatically reason if an instance is a member of this
class by checking the deﬁned conditions.
This higher expressivity comes with the costs of higher complexity and more ineﬃcient reasoning. To overcome this issue, OWL is divided into multiple overlapping
subsets [SS10]:

OWL Full All language primitives are allowed in any combination. This comes with
the beneﬁt of maximum syntactical and semantic compatibility with RDF/RDFS. As a
drawback, eﬃcient reasoning is not possible, since it is logically undecidable.
OWL Description Logic (OWL DL) The OWL DL subset restricts the language
to Description Logic to enable more eﬃcient reasoning. Among other things, the most
important restrictions are the explicit typing declaration for each resource and the
partitioning of resources, especially properties. The latter restriction means, that each
resource can be either a class, datatype, property, individual or value, but not multiple
types at the same time. This comes with the disadvantage of compatibility, since not
every RDF document is a valid OWL document. However, the inverse statement is still
true: Every OWL document is a valid RDF document.
OWL Lite The restrictions of OWL DL are further extended in OWL Lite by removing
the support of arbitrary cardinality, disjointness and enumerated classes. This reduced
complexity aims for easier implementations.
Finally, OWL only deﬁnes the data format for deﬁning and storing data as a knowledge
base. For further processing and querying of this knowledge, the SPARQL Protocol and
RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is needed.

SPARQL
The recursively abbreviated SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL)8
deﬁnes a query language for RDF data with a syntax related to N3/Turtle. The syntax is
8

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL), available at https://www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-sparql-query/
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1 PREFIX p r i a : <h t t p : / / p r i a . a t / ont / k n o w d r i f t . owl#>
2
3 SELECT ? g r i p p e r
4 WHERE
5 {
6
? g r i p p e r p r i a : canHandle
p r i a : Part_KL1 .
7
? g r i p p e r p r i a : canHandle
p r i a : Part_REL9 .
8
? gripper pria : hasSize ? si z e
9
FILTER ( ? s i z e > 2 6 )
10 }

Listing 2.3: A SPARQL example, to query all grippers which can handle the Part KL1
and REL9.

also related to the Structured Query Language (SQL), with its SELECT-FROM-WHERE
pattern [AH11]. The SELECT clause speciﬁes the retrieved data and their order. The
optional FROM clause speciﬁes the data source. An unspeciﬁed FROM clause represents
the default data source of the knowledge system. The pattern in the WHERE clause
represents a subgraph template with blank variable nodes which is searched in the graph.
It can also deﬁne boolean FILTER constraints which need to be satisﬁed to match.
In the case of multiple graphs in the same knowledge-base, the optional GRAPH subclauses
can specify the fourth resource of the quad.

2.1.3

Ontologies in Robotics

As stated before, Ontologies are used as a form of knowledge representation and they are a
widely implemented formalism in the industry lately [KGJR+ 16, SKKF+ 19]. Ontologies
are a powerful solution to capture and to share knowledge by making domain knowledge
explicit and enabling machines to reason, but also to meet the requirements needed to
create autonomous robotic systems [SPM+ 12].
The application of ontologies in industrial robotics is in the early stage, but several
accomplished examples have used ontological modeling for diﬀerent purposes. The
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Robotics and Automation Society (IEEE
RAS) proposed the Core Ontologies for Robotics and Automation (CORA) standard
for knowledge representation and reasoning in the robotics and automation domain.
The CORA aims to keep consistency and provide a structure for other sub-ontologies
developed for this domain, encompassing concepts such as robots, robotic systems, and
robot parts [SPM+ 12] as well as positions [CFP+ 13]. Balakirsky et al. extended the
CORA ontology and focused on generic and specialized robot task representation for
the industrial application [ASM17]. The European project RObot control for Skilled
ExecuTion of Tasks (ROSETTA) proposed the ROSETTA core ontology intending
to oﬀer a generic domain ontology for industrial robotics which consists of multiple
sub-ontologies. The focus was on robotic devices and skills, where every device can
provide one or more skills that can realize speciﬁc tasks. Skills are compositional items
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Figure 2.3: Manipulation and Handling device ontology from the ROSETTA project.
Image taken from [SM15].
being either primitive (non-divisible) or compound items [SM15]. Figure 2.3 shows an
excerpt of the comprehensive data model for manipulation and handling devices. Also,
Huckaby and Christensen have presented a taxonomy for assembly tasks in the domain
of manufacturing and industrial robotics [HIC13].
Perzylo et al. presented the OntoBREP ontology for Computer-aided design (CAD)
data and geometric constraints as a link between product models and semantic robot
task descriptions. Computer-aided design (CAD) data is modeled using the Boundary
Representation (BREP) of the 3D objects. For this purpose, the authors created an
ontology model for topological and geometrical entities, as shown partly in Figure 2.4.
The atomic entities of this boundary representation are vertices. Two vertices and a curve
deﬁne an edge. Adjacent edges can form a wire. A closed wire can deﬁne the boundary
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the OntoBREP Ontology classes. Topological entities of the class
model are highlighted in gray, geometric entities in red. Image taken from [PSRK15].
of a surface, which is deﬁned as a face. Adjacent faces can form a shell. If such a shell
is deﬁned without any holes, it can be represented as solid. To group multiple solids
or topological entities, CompSolid and Compounds can be used. The OntoBREP-based
representation can also be utilized to parameterize the task with a set of geometric
constraints between the involved assembly parts [PSRK15].

2.2

AI Planning

To handle highly volatile production environments, robots have to raise the level of autonomy and be able to automatically generate eﬀective action sequences, reducing required
engineering eﬀort [KAFZ19]. The process of automated reasoning about plans to achieve
a given goal is called Planning, which is a branch of Artiﬁcial Intelligence [HLMM19]
(AI). Nevertheless, currently deployed commercial robotics systems mostly have no or
minimal planning capabilities and are typically manually programmed for a speciﬁc
task [AKL16]. The further application of planning in robotics is also restricted due to
the strict coupling of the planning component with the execution component [KP20].
The necessary decoupling can be achieved by Planning languages.

2.2.1

Planning languages

There are many specialized problem-solving algorithms for well-deﬁned domains. The
aim of problem description languages is the generalization of domains to a domainindependent representation which can be solved by any planning problem solver. The
planning problem solvers, in short Planners, take the problem speciﬁcation as input,
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derive the search space and use some heuristics to solve it [HLMM19]. In practice, not
every planner can solve every problem, but it enables decoupling of the domain-speciﬁc
problem implementation and the solver implementation. In other words, the development
of the domain-speciﬁc problem speciﬁcation can be done by a domain expert, which only
needs minimal knowledge about planning algorithms and the other way around. From a
broader perspective, problem description languages are located in between the knowledge
representation and the problem-solving technique [HLMM19].
The main purpose of planners is the solving of state transformation problems. Such
problems are deﬁned by an initial state, the desired goal and possible actions to change
the state. A plan, in this context, is a list of actions that change the state from the
initial state to the desired goal state. Haslum et al. lists four diﬀerent types of planning
problems, based on the action model.

1. Classical Planning is based on the assumption that the world model is deterministic,
discrete and non-temporal. Besides, there is an assumption that the world is static
and the planner has complete knowledge of the initial state. In other words, there
are no external changes besides the planned actions.
2. Numeric Planning also allows the usage of continuous variables for quantiﬁcation.
3. In Temporal Planning the time and timing of actions are also considered by the
planner. Additionally, predictably timed events can also inﬂuence the state.
4. Hybrid-system Planning combines numeric and temporal planning but also includes
continuous processes and external events
Even though, some assumptions are unrealistic and limiting, planning based on an
approximate model can help to solve more complex real-world problems [HLMM19].
Various research eﬀorts in the area of automated planning have resulted in diﬀerent
approaches to generate a sequence of actions for robots, as shown in Section 2.2.3. In
this context, task planning problems are described using diﬀerent languages such as the
Planning Domain Deﬁnition Language (PDDL) [FL03], Answer Set Programming (ASP),
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN), or the action language BC. Especially PDDL has
been a de-facto standard modeling language for automated planning [HLMM19].

2.2.2

Planning Domain Deﬁnition Language (PDDL)

Planning Domain Deﬁnition Language (PDDL) was introduced in 1998 for the AIPS-98
planning competition (Artiﬁcial Intelligence Planning Systems) with the aim to compare
the performance of diﬀerent competing planning algorithms empirically with the same
input [GKW+ 98]. The PDDL syntax is based on the Lisp programming language with
its apparent parentheses [HLMM19]. The PDDL is designed to separate the generic
domain speciﬁcation, the PDDL-domain, from the problem-speciﬁc data, the PDDLproblem [GKW+ 98].
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hasPose Relay InBox
transport Relay InBox OnPCB
hasPose Relay OnPCB

Figure 2.5: The state transitioning diagram of the PDDL pick-and-place scenario.
PDDL-domain
The PDDL-domain deﬁnes the state variables in form of predicates and the state transitions, the PDDL actions [HLMM19]. In other words, a PDDL-domain describes the
environment where the planner operates. A predicate is a Boolean-typed statement, so it
can be either true or false [GKW+ 98]. From an object-oriented point of view, predicates
represent attributes and relationships of and between objects. Predicates can have a
variable number of parameters to relate other objects with the predicate [HLMM19].
Predicate parameters are identiﬁable by the question mark before the parameter name.
A PDDL-domain can support datatypes to limit the allowed parameter object types. If
datatypes are supported, the PDDL domain can specify a type hierarchy with the root
type object.
A PDDL action is deﬁned by, at least, its preconditions and its eﬀects. The preconditions
of an action deﬁne which predicates in the model have to be true to start the action.
Predicates can be logically combined with and, or, etc [GKW+ 98].
Listing 2.4 shows an example of a PDDL-domain for a pick-and-place environment. As
seen, a PDDL-domain deﬁnition starts with a heading name of the domain (PickPlace).
Further on, it is also possible to specify the used language features as requirements, for
example, typing. For each speciﬁed PDDL-domain, multiple PDDL-problems can be
speciﬁed which refer to this domain.

PDDL-problem
A PDDL-problem describes the initial state and the goal the planner should meet, as
shown in Listing 2.5 of a PDDL-problem example in the pick-and-place domain. In the
beginning, it deﬁnes the name of the problem (PickPlace_1 ) and the associated domain
(PickPlace). Further on, all objects are listed (:objects). Since the domain allows typing,
for each object the associated data type is speciﬁed.
The solution for the stated problem is a plan with only one action: (move Relay InBox
OnPCB). The state transitioning graph is visualized in Figure 2.5
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( define (domain P i c k P l a c e )
( :requirements : s t r i p s :typing )
( :types
Pose P h y s i c a l O b j e c t − o b j e c t
Part − P h y s i c a l O b j e c t
)
( :predicates
( hasPose ? p h y s i c a l O b j e c t − P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? p o s e − Pose )
( canBeMoved ? o b j e c t − P h y s i c a l O b j e c t )
)
( : a c t i o n move
:parameters ( ? p a r t − P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? from − Pose ? t o − Pose )
:precondition ( and ( hasPose ? p a r t ? from )
( canBeMoved ? p a r t )
)

)

)

: e f f e c t ( and ( hasPo se ? p a r t ? t o )
( not ( hasPose ? p a r t ? from ) )
)

Listing 2.4: A PDDL-domain example that deﬁnes a robotics pick-and-place environment.
There are two types of objects, Pose and PhysicalObject, whereas PhysicalObject has
a subtype Part. It deﬁnes two predicates hasPose and canBeMoved, which have one
and two typed parameters, respectively. Finally, one action is listed (move), which can
only be executed if the part to move is movable (canBeMoved) and at the from pose. If
executed, the previous pose from is unset for the part and the new pose to is set.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

( define

)

( problem PickPlace_1 )
( :domain P i c k P l a c e )
( :objects
Relay − Part
InBox OnPCB − Pose
)
( :init
( hasPose Relay InBox )
( canBeMoved Relay )
)
( : g o a l ( and
( hasPose Relay OnPCB)
))

Listing 2.5: A PDDL-problem example that deﬁnes a pick-and-place scenario. A part
Relay needs to be moved from its initial pose InBox to its goal pose OnPCB. A part can
be attributed with the predicate movable canBeMoved and the predicate hasPose, which
states the current pose of the part.
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PDDL versions
Since the ﬁrst Version of 1998 multiple updating speciﬁcations were introduced to integrate
new language features. On the other hand, diﬀerent language aspects were also removed
because of the lack of usage or planner implementations [HLMM19].

1. PDDL 1.0 In 1998, the ﬁrst version of PDDL formalized classical planning [GKW+ 98].
2. PDDL 1.2 Two years later, the second version removed unused language features
to simplify the language [Bac00]
3. PDDL 2.1 This major version introduced numerical and temporal planning language
features. For that purpose, it enabled the speciﬁcation of an objective function for
optimization [FL03].
4. PDDL+ The same authors, extended the language to allow hybrid planning [FL06].
5. PDDL 2.2 This version added strict axiom deﬁnition possibilities, as well as
predictable event scheduling deﬁnitions for temporal planning [EH04].
6. PDDL 3.0 Temporal planning is further enhanced by the possibility to specify
temporally extended goals and preferences [GHL+ 09].
7. PDDL 3.1 This version allows the deﬁnition of action costs for objective optimization, as well as ﬁnite state variables (object ﬂuents). [HLMM19].

2.2.3

Planning in Robotics

PDDL is widely used as a standardized planning language for a variety of planning
actions for robots to reach speciﬁc goals [JZKS18]. An approach that is focused on the
development of a modeling concept, which enables realistic automated planning and
scheduling in discrete manufacturing is presented by Rogalla et al. [RFN18]. Kootbally
et al. investigated the idea of automating plan generation using PDDL when applied in a
simulation environment. Once formulated, a PDDL plan is combined with knowledge from
a MySQL database to form a sequence of executable low-level commands [KSL+ 15]. Wally
et al. presented a model-driven approach for the automated (re-)generation of production
plans from a production system model, which describes the available production resources,
their capabilities as well as material to be used [WVN+ 19]. Finally, Pedersen and Volker
presented an approach of automated planning in industrial logistics, which utilizes an
ad-hoc World Model based on robot skills and their parameters [PK15]. However, it
is still a signiﬁcant shortcoming that the domain knowledge in the existing planners is
generated manually, and approaches for the automatic generation of domain knowledge
as well as the fusion of existing knowledge systems are required [SZ19].
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2.3

Knowledge Frameworks

To support robot autonomy, several Knowledge Frameworks have been developed in
research projects, which use reasoning mechanisms and include knowledge sources but
are also able to provide planning.

• The Knowledge Integration Framework (KIF) is a repository that contains robotic
ontologies (e.g. ROSETTA), data repositories, and a reasoning mechanism. The
KIF provides also services for the Engineering System, which is a robot programming
environment, and the robot Task Execution system that generates the run-time
code ﬁles [SM15].
• KnowRob is a knowledge processing infrastructure for cognition-enabled robots. It
incorporates components for knowledge acquisition, automated reasoning, visualization, and querying for information. The KnowRob knowledge processing system is
also integrated with a robot’s control program and perception components [TB13].
• The Perception and Manipulation Knowledge (PMK) framework aims to enhance
task and motion planning capabilities in the manipulation domain. It combines an
ontology framework and reasoning mechanisms divided into four parts: reasoning
for perception, reasoning about object features, reasoning about the environment,
and reasoning for planning. It also integrates a perception module to perceive the
objects in the environment and specify the ontological knowledge [DADR19].
• The skill-based platform SkiROS combines low-level robot control and execution
monitoring with an automated mission and task planning, and a high-level logistics
planner, which includes a comprehensive World Model and communicates with
a factory’s manufacturing execution system. A key part of SkiROS is the World
Model, which acts as a knowledge integration framework. The resulting system was
successfully implemented in a simulated factory environment and was also tested
in a real-world factory setting [CPT+ 16, RCH+ 17].
• The Agility Performance of Robotic Systems (APRS) project at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) developed an integrated agility
framework, which enables manufacturers to assess and assure the agility performance of their robot systems [KKSG18]. The APRS project uses three ontologies
(Workstation, Action, and Robot Capability), which are consistent with CORA
(see Section 2.1) and applied to the kitting domain. The project infrastructure
automatically transitions information from the ontology into the planning module
based on PDDL and a PDDL executor subsequently. This executor then reads the
PDDL actions as input and outputs a standardized set of low-level robot commands
encoded in the Canonical Robotic Command Language (CRCL) [PBK+ 16].
• ROSPlan is a modular PDDL-task planning framework for the Robot Operating
System (ROS) [CFL+ 15]. It provides ROS components (so-called ROS nodes) for
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planning, problem generation, and plan execution, to enable the robot programmer
easier integration of PDDL with existing data structures and algorithms from the
ROS framework. Additionally, OWL-ROSPlan is an extension of ROSPlan for
ontology support, using a specialized OWL-ontology as a knowledge base [BCM17].

2.4

Perception

Object recognition and localization play a key role in robotic systems, especially for
autonomous robots, to implement bin-picking and assembly tasks. Methods that use
two-dimensional images are widely used in the robotic domain for these purposes. In
recent years, developed 3D vision technology and generated 3D point clouds provide
better geometric, luminosity as well as depth information compared to 2D-vision and
can be successfully used to recognize objects with less appearance information. There
are two kinds of methods using global or local descriptors to recognize the object.

2.4.1

Local & Global Object Descriptors

The local descriptors are calculated for a single (key) point of the 3D object surface and
can be used for object recognition through feature matching. This kind of descriptors is
robust to occlusion and clutter but sensitive to the changes in the neighborhood around
the points [HJX+ 18].
On the contrary, when using the global feature descriptor approach, a template library
is generated by viewing the CAD model under diﬀerent angles and computing a single
global feature vector, which is later matched with one computed for the real object in the
scene. The global feature descriptor reﬂects the characteristics of one view of the whole
object. Moreover, compared with local methods, global methods require less memory,
have a simpler and faster recognition procedure by computing fewer descriptors, which is
highly important for applications running in nearly real-time [WLRC19].
Wohlkinger et al. presented a global shape descriptor that combines three shape functions
(distance, angle, and area distributions on the surface of the partial point cloud) and
classiﬁes objects in real-time [WV11]. The Viewpoint Feature Histogram, which is
composed of a viewpoint component and a surface shape component, is used for object
recognition and pose estimation in a 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF) robot grasping
operation [RBTH10]. Later, Wang et al. presented an improved feature descriptor
named Orthogonal Viewpoint Feature Histogram (OVFH), where an improved viewpoint
component is calculated using the orthogonal vector of the viewpoint direction [WLRC19].
A global texture-shape 3D feature descriptor is generated by extending the clustered
viewpoint feature histogram with textured information. Further work relies on a global
descriptor Globally Aligned Spatial Distribution (GASD).
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2.4.2

Globally Aligned Spatial Distribution (GASD)

The global feature descriptor Globally Aligned Spatial Distribution (GASD) is based
on the concepts of a global reference frame and globally aligned shape and color distributions [ST16]. The descriptor is computed using a partial viewpoint cloud of an
object to derive the abstract descriptor vector from it. This procedure is can be done for
multiple viewpoint clouds to estimate the best ﬁtting viewpoint. Since viewpoints are
known for training point clouds, this information can be used for rough camera viewpoint
estimation to infer the pose of the object. The computation of the descriptor consists of
two steps, the reference frame estimation and, the description of the shape with optional
color information [ST16].

Reference frame estimation
The reference frame is estimated by a Principal Component Analysis approach. It uses
the centroid of the point cloud as a reference frame center and the covariance matrix to
derive the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The eigenvector with the minimal associated
eigenvalue is used as z-Axis of the reference frame and normalized in that manner to
always point towards the viewer. Similarly, the eigenvector with the maximum eigenvalue
is used as x-Axis of the reference frame. The y-Axis is completed as a constructed
right-hand coordinate system based on the x and y-Axis. An example point cloud and
the computed reference frame are visualized in Figure 2.6a Finally, all points of the
point cloud are transformed into the reference frame’s origin to describe the shape/color
distribution [ST16].

Description of shape/color
In the second step, the bounding box of the point cloud with the reference frame in the
center is computed and uniformly subdivided into multiple grid cells. Such a subdivision
into 2x2x2 cells is visualized in Figure 2.6b. For each grid cell, the number of points
that lie within the cell is counted and stored. The grid cells are traversed to merge the
resulting counts to a histogram. The histogram is normalized by the number of points in
the point cloud [ST16].
Additionally, the color information of the point cloud can also be used for enhanced
model description and therefore better matching results. To achieve better illumination
invariance, the colors are transformed into Hue Saturation Value (HSV) color space.
During the point counting procedure, an additional histogram of hue values per cell is
accumulated. Similarly, these histograms are also normalized and concatenated to result
in the ﬁnal shape and color descriptor.

2.5

Summary

This chapter surveys previous work in the ﬁeld of ontologies and planning with a special
focus on their use in robotics. As stated in the introduction, there is a need for integrated
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(a) The computed reference frame

(b) An example 2x2 grid for spatial distribution calculation

Figure 2.6: (a) The computed reference frame of GASD is shown in a right-hand
coordinate system with x, y, z-Axis in red, green, blue, respectively. (b) A visualization
of a 2x2 grid where the spatial distribution of points in each cell is computed. Images
taken from [ST16].

frameworks which incorporate perception, automatic knowledge retrieval, planning and
hardware execution. Some of the presented research (Section 2.2.3) only covers certain
aspects of this need, but not as a connected framework. Nevertheless, there is still a
signiﬁcant shortcoming of the integrated knowledge frameworks (Section 2.3) concerning
the domain/application speciﬁc tailoring. Therefore, changes in the application domain
or the structure of the domain knowledge result in demanding changes in the knowledge
retrieval and execution process.
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Knowledge-based Framework
In this thesis, an ontology-driven framework is presented to enhance the ﬂexibility of
industrial robotics systems and lower the required programming and conﬁguration time
for assembling new products in small batch size production. The core components of
the knowledge-based framework are the World Model, Decision-Making, perception,
and execution components responsible for controlling the robots. The components are
integrated into a two-layer-based knowledge-intensive control architecture as presented
in Figure 3.1.
The architecture is based on previous work, which separated the control of an individual
manufacturing component into two levels: the High-Level Control (HLC) and Low-Level
Control (LLC) [MHLL19, LZVM11]. A fundamental distinction between the layers is
the ability of the LLC to execute in real-time, while the HLC might require longer
computation time or even interactions with human operators. The HLC consists of the
World Model and Decision-Making components. In this work, the previous architecture
is extended in the framework with generic knowledge merging and mapping capabilities
as well as with an integrated perception component, which is combined with robot
manipulation capabilities. The presented framework is extensible and can automatically
match the information from the perception system with the knowledge stored in the
World Model for making conclusions about the current state. This state is then used for
action planning to execute concrete commands for the robotics equipment.

3.1

World Model

The World Model is a central component of the framework with the role to connect all
other linked components (perception, Decision-Making) and their subcomponents, which
can read or provide information to it. The World Model aims to provide the actual and
accurate model of the environment. For example, in the presented use-case, the World
Model provides information about the main physical characteristics of the workpieces as
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Figure 3.1: The core components of the knowledge-based framework, HLC, LLC, and
Vision System, and their communication interfaces.
well as the relationships among its diﬀerent features, such as the type of spatial relations,
location, or orientation, which is of vital importance for automated path planning and
scheduling.
It integrates three major services: knowledge acquisition, storage, and reasoning. To fulﬁll
these demands, the World Model is stored in a heterogeneous ontology by incorporating
the OWL. The knowledge acquisition is related to the process of populating the World
Model and collecting information from sensor data. Furthermore, the World Model is
used for storing the knowledge related to the domain of application, such as the semantic
description of speciﬁc assembly operations, skills, assembly parts, and their features,
tools, or states. The knowledge in the World Model can be easily extended with new
information and concepts. Moreover, it can be linked with other existing ontologies to
form a common structure for diﬀerent applications.

3.1.1

Ontology Implementation

The implemented ontology is based on the ROSETTA ontology (see chapter 2.1.3) that
focuses mostly on robotic devices and skills, with the skills being either primitive or
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compound items for accomplishing some tasks within the manufacturing process [SM15].
This work strongly relies on the work of Perzylo et al. [PSRK15], OntoBREP, which
presented a semantic description language for CAD models. This ontology stores knowledge about diﬀerent CAD primitives and geometric constraints and establishes the link
between product models and semantic robot task descriptions.
These works are extended with additional concepts related to assembly operations and
constraints as well as with the perception module and the description of concepts needed
to provide a complete CAD model of the used workpieces. The developed ontology focuses
on concepts in the assembly automation domain and represents an accurate model of the
robot environment including machines, tools, resources, skills and components, properties,
operations, and services. The ontology framework is composed of six major concepts:
Operation, Geometry, PhysicalObject, Property, Requirement, and Skill. The Property
class in the ontology represents the characteristics of the objects, such as material, color,
mass, robot, and gripper attributes (e.g. number and type of claws or joints) and sensor
constraints (e.g. maximum and minimum range).
In assembly automation, some requirements have to be fulﬁlled to correctly manufacture
the product, which is represented in the corresponding class. These requirements depend
on various parameters such as the type of assembly operation, manufacturing parameters,
and the material used as well as the workpiece’s shape and dimensions. The PhysicalObject
class represents objects that are tangible in contrast to the other classes represented
in the ontology. The PhysicalObject includes the description of the robot and machine
models, tools, and sensors as well as knowledge related to the products. A product is
presented as a hierarchy of subassemblies and parts together with all their properties
and relationships between them. Parts are deﬁned as components, described by a set of
attributes (geometry, color, etc.), properties, constraints, and relations to other parts.
The connection to the product order is made later through the type of ordered product,
quantity, which deﬁnes the number of parts that have to be available for starting the
assembly process.

3.1.2

Semantic Reasoning

To understand its abilities and how to use them, a robot has to be able to reason about
itself, the surrounding environment, possible actions, and their consequences [JMN16].
Symbolic reasoning is one of the main abilities that diﬀerentiate logic-based knowledge
representation frameworks from other modeling approaches such as UML. It enables the
system to check the consistency of the model and if a description is satisfactory. Symbolic
reasoning is also used to infer additional information from the facts stated explicitly
in the ontology [ZAF16, KSH14]. In this context, reasoning can be performed to infer
object properties as well as relationships between individuals. The reasoning is used to
infer if the robot can accomplish an action based on speciﬁc conditions that must be
fulﬁlled or if tools can manipulate speciﬁc objects. Based on automated reasoning, the
robot can also select the appropriate tool for an action to perform a speciﬁc operation.
Besides, integrated reasoning makes robots more independent being able to understand
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Figure 3.2: The important classes of the robotics pick-and-place World Model and their
relations, visualized in the Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies (VOWL). The central
classes are the Pose, PhysicalObject, WorkingRange, and the ManipulationAndHandlingDevices such as Grippers and three diﬀerent kinds of robots. The central relations
of this ontology are interconnecting these classes, such as canReach, canBePlacedAt,
isHandling, isWithin, etc.
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the actual manipulation constraints and conclude which position is reachable and how to
grasp a workpiece.
The provided ontology can be used for automatic inference by a reasoner to deduce new
knowledge from the existing one, but also to check the consistency and satisﬁability of
the provided semantic models. For instance, to accomplish pick-and-place operations,
the robot has to reason about its capabilities to reach and grasp the diﬀerent workpieces.
In this context, the inference mechanism is used to deduce eligible grippers for handling
particular workpieces (Device, canHandle). The inference mechanism can conclude, which
robot can reach particular locations for grasping using the reachability relation (Position,
canBeReachedBy). Moreover, semantic reasoning is used to analyze particular product
parts as well as the relations between them, but also to investigate the feasibility of
speciﬁc operations. In this context, reasoning about the conditions and constraints is
applied to start speciﬁc actions based on reachability, grasping, and working areas. The
most important classes and relations are shown in Figure 3.2 in the standardized Visual
Notation for OWL Ontologies (VOWL) representation [LLMN15].

3.2

Decision-Making component

The Decision-Making component is responsible for generating and executing a plan that
can bring the system from the deducted initial into the goal state. Generally, a plan is a
sequence of granular state transitions such as picking or moving, which are called actions.
In this case, the goal state is deﬁned as the assembled ﬁnal product.
The Decision-Making component is integrated with the World Model and the Low-Level
Components to autonomously compute the actions while considering preconditions and
other operational constraints. It consists of three consecutive main parts: the Problem
Generator, the planner, and the Plan Executor. The Decision-Making component uses a
planner implementing the PDDL [GKW+ 98] (see chapter 2.2.2) to try to ﬁnd sequences
of actions to achieve the goal conditions. To perform the planning, the Decision-Making
component retrieves the initial world state as well as the goal state from the World
Model to generate the PDDL description of the problem. For example, in the use-case,
the generated PDDL-problem speciﬁcation describes the initial state of the system and
the instances of involved objects (cartesian robot, 6-axis robot, conveyor, workpieces,
position, etc.) as well as the goal state to be reached.

3.2.1

Problem Generator

In order to provide a more general architecture suitable for automating planning, a generic
PDDL Generator is introduced. The role of this PDDL Generator is to automatically
query the required information from the World Model for the planner. The generator
translates concepts provided in the World Model into data structures of the PDDLproblem and domain. The mapping scheme to translate from OWL to PDDL is described
in previous work [HLM19], as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: The processing pipeline of the Decision-Making component with its three
parts: problem generation, planning, and plan execution.
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(r:connects :part23
:part54
:part64)
(r:movable :part23
:vGripper2)
(r:isFree
:vGripper2)

Figure 3.4: OWL-PDDL-Mapping scheme: Three examples with diﬀerent parameter
lengths are listed to illustrate the bi-directional mapping between OWL triples and PDDL
predicates [HLM19]. The OWL-triples are listed in Turtle syntax, with two predeﬁned
namespaces: ’r’ and the empty preﬁx. Image take from previous work [HLM19].
The World Model uses OWL-triples/quads as data description to relate a subject with
a predicate to an object (and the context as quad). The data structure of PDDL is
focused on predicates that relate a predicate name with multiple parameters. Depending
on the number of parameters, these PDDL-predicates and OWL-triples can be mapped
by relating the ﬁrst two PDDL-predicate parameters with the subject and object of the
OWL-triple, as shown in Figure 3.4. Missing parameters can be automatically completed,
but excessive PDDL-predicates with more than two parameters can only be expressed
with multiple OWL-triples, therefore should be modeled diﬀerently. The execution
pipeline of the PDDL Generator is shown in Figure 3.3.

PDDL generation
In the ﬁrst place, the generator parses the user-speciﬁed domain to retrieve the domainspeciﬁc types, predicates, actions, etc. In the following step, the generator uses a problem
template that speciﬁes the required information (objects, initial state, goal) from the
World Model. This can be a generic problem template as speciﬁed in Listing 3.1, or
can be extended with static domain-speciﬁc information that is not stored in the World
Model. Multiple commands are implemented in the template engine to query either
speciﬁc predicates, all predicates from the domain, or speciﬁc results from a deﬁned
SPARQL-query1 . These commands are also extendable with a ﬁlter for only receiving
information from speciﬁed sub-graphs. Additionally, the types of all received objects are
automatically queried and listed with their names for the PDDL-object-type deﬁnitions.
Even though the colon (“:”) is not a valid symbol for PDDL-predicate names, it is
1

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

( define ( problem Robot−PickPlace )
( :domain Robot )
( :objects
{{ i n d i v i d u a l T y p e s }}
)
( :init
{{ p r e d i c a t e s graph =" : o n t o l o g y " } }
)
( : g o a l ( and
{{ p r e d i c a t e s graph =" : g o a l " } }
))
)

Listing 3.1: PDDL-problem template with three template commands in curly brackets.
The ﬁrst command is replaced with all queried named individuals and their types. The
second and third command is replaced with all triples from the speciﬁed subgraph where
the predicate name is mentioned in the PDDL-domain.

tolerated by planner implementations, for example, Fast-Downward2 . To overcome this
syntactical issue, this RDF preﬁx symbol can be substituted with a deﬁned unique symbol
sequence, for example, underline, dash, underline (“_-_”), by the PDDL-generator before
planning and substituted back after planning.
In the next step, the generator passes this information to the planner, which searches for
a solution for the generated problem.

3.2.2

Plan Executor

The resulting plan consists of a list of PDDL-actions with parameters to get to the
speciﬁed goal. This resulting plan is parsed by the Plan Executor to perform these
actions. For this purpose, additional context information is needed. For example, the
action to pick up a workpiece needs additional information about where the workpiece is
located and how to pick it up. For that purpose, the implemented framework enables the
speciﬁcation of context queries that are executed for each instance of a speciﬁed type if
this instance is mentioned as a PDDL-action parameter in the generated plan. In other
words, for each instance that is mentioned in the plan and therefore represented in the
ontology, a query can be executed automatically. For example, for each workpiece that
is considered in the plan, the gripping position is automatically retrieved. With that
additional information, the actions can be executed directly. For this purpose, concrete
commands in the CRCL syntax are sent to the Low-Level Control, which executes them
on the physical hardware.
Besides the speciﬁcation of the OWL-ontology and its related PDDL-domain, the context
queries and the execution of the plan actions are the only components that need to
be coded for the domain-speciﬁc use case. The whole ontology querying and PDDLgeneration is generically implemented to enable a use-case independent application with
2
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Fast-Downward PDDL-Planner, available at http://www.fast-downward.org/
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minimal implementation eﬀort. This framework not only simpliﬁes the implementation
of domain-speciﬁc plan execution but completely removes the need to implement data
querying and PDDL-generation.

Decision-Making component implementation
Because of the processed semantic web data, the Decision-Making component is also
implemented using web technology, especially Javascript in the Node.JS3 runtime environment. For this purpose, the framework is built on RDF/JS4 , N3.js5 and SPARQL.js6 .
Additionally, the framework uses Parsimmon7 and Handlebars.js8 for PDDL-parsing and
PDDL-generation, respectively. Finally, all 3D-processing is done using Babylon.js9

3.2.3

Decision-Making Component Evaluation

The Decision-Making component is evaluated using a test set based on 25 PDDL instances
from previous International Planning Competition (IPC)10 of the years 1998 to 2018.
These 25 PDDL instances are manually converted to OWL-triples to show the correct
query and PDDL generation by comparing the generated PDDL instance with the original
PDDL format. This should also evaluate the performance and generalization possibilities
of the system, to enable the usage of the system in a broad application range, even
outside of the robotics domain.

Evaluation test set Based on 11784 PDDL-problems from all competitions, a random
subset is selected as listed in Table 3.1. For that subset, a maximum of 3 test-instances is
selected for each competition year, since the number of test-instances varies highly from
year to year. If a competition instance contains multiple domains/problems, one random
problem/domain pair is selected. Additionally, all test-instances with an excessive
number of predicate parameters are ﬁltered, as mentioned before. Additionally, the
current implementation does not support the full PDDL standard. Therefore, disjunctive
(or-associated) goals as well as specially deﬁned metrics are not supported and excluded
from the test set.
For each evaluation instance, the following metrics are evaluated: the execution duration,
the ﬁle size of the original PDDL-problem, the ﬁle size and the number of converted
quads. The execution duration should only be linearly proportional to the problem-size,
to apply this implementation practically. As listed in Table 3.1, the execution times are
in the same order of magnitude compared to the problem sizes.
3

NodeJS, available at http://nodejs.org/
RDF/JS Data model speciﬁcation, available at https://rdf.js.org/data-model-spec/
5
N3.js, available at https://github.com/rdfjs/N3.js/
6
SPARQL.js, available at https://github.com/RubenVerborgh/SPARQL.js/
7
Parsimmon, available at https://github.com/jneen/parsimmon
8
Handlebars.js, available at https://handlebarsjs.com/
9
Babylon.js, available at https://www.babylonjs.com/
10
https://www.icaps-conference.org/competitions/
4
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Problem

Quads

ipc-2004-psr-small-strips-d31-p31
ipc-2004-satellite-strips-p11
ipc-2000-blocks-strips-typed-p27
ipc-2000-blocks-strips-untyped-p49
ipc-1998-gripper-round-1-strips-p18
ipc-2004-airport-nontemporal-strips-d22-p22
ipc-2002-driverlog-strips-automatic-p18
ipc-2018-caldera-opt-temporal-p2
ipc-2014-barman-sequential-optimal-p2
ipc-2006-openstacks-propositional-p27
ipc-2002-freecell-strips-automatic-p13
ipc-2016-bottleneck-p6
ipc-2014-barman-sequential-multi-core-p9
ipc-2014-barman-sequential-satisﬁcing-p2
ipc-1998-mystery-round-1-strips-p26
ipc-2016-bottleneck-merge-and-shrink-set-p13
ipc-2000-freecell-strips-untyped-p51
ipc-1998-grid-round-2-strips-p2
ipc-2002-depots-strips-hand-coded-p10
ipc-2018-organic-synthesis-sat-temporal-d18-p18
ipc-2011-visit-all-sequential-optimal-p10
ipc-2018-nurikabe-opt-temporal-p16
ipc-2011-visit-all-sequential-satisﬁcing-p11
ipc-2011-visit-all-sequential-multi-core-p13
ipc-2016-chessboard-pebbling-p20

28
29
50
54
61
61
64
85
89
93
130
132
134
137
159
240
291
320
592
594
684
746
1122
1474
2453

Quads
[kB]
2.1
2.0
2.2
2.7
3.3
3.0
2.4
4.3
4.0
3.4
4.2
5.2
5.6
5.8
6.7
8.5
8.3
10.4
18.0
12.4
18.3
17.4
29.6
38.7
75.9

PDDL
[kB]
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.9
3.1
1.1
3.3
2.0
1.5
2.6
4.0
3.0
3.0
5.6
7.2
6.0
10.3
10.8
12.6
19.2
19.3
32.2
42.8
77.3

Duration
[ms]
27.2
26.9
17.4
22.2
29.2
30.2
22.4
141.0
46.6
29.3
27.2
110.7
114.6
71.3
30.0
139.0
39.1
101.9
62.2
76.2
78.3
190.1
68.9
103.2
174.4

Table 3.1: Evaluation of the Decision-Making-Component by measuring the runtime of
25 PDDL instances from previous International Planning Competitions competitions.

3.3

Perception component

To ﬂexibly act in a dynamic environment, robots need to combine the perception abilities
and reasoning skills to understand the captured images. The focus of the perception
component in the framework is to localize and identify targeted workpieces. It is linked
to the Decision-Making component by integrating the perception algorithms with the
World Model with the help of an Ontology Adapter and a Model Descriptor Cache. As
presented in Figure 3.5, the recognition process consists of two main steps: oﬄine and
online recognition.
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Figure 3.5: The object recognition process with the two distinct processing phases: oﬄine
and online.
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Figure 3.6: The virtual scanning environment with 41 cameras placed on the corners of a
polyhedron around the scanned workpiece, which is a printed circuit board in the given
case. Four perspectives are shown for illustration on the right.

3.3.1

Oﬄine Recognition

The oﬄine recognition step is designated to capture the template objects’ CAD models
from diﬀerent viewing angles to populate the Model Descriptor Cache with global feature
descriptors of them. The CAD models are stored in the ontology using the OntoBREP
semantics (see chapter 2.1.3), which describes the relations between an object’s faces,
edges, and vertices. The CAD models are queried from the ontology by the Ontology
Adapter and virtually scanned as Red Green Blue - Depth (RGB-D) images (three color
channels with an additional depth channel) by 41 radially evenly distributed cameras, as
shown in Figure 3.6. By using the perspective transformation matrix from the virtual
stereo camera, each RGB-D image can be reprojected to a 3D point cloud [Sze10]. For
each 3D point cloud, a global feature descriptor is computed and stored in the Model
Descriptor Cache to ﬁnd the most similar object in the online step.
The presented approach relies on the research presented by Lima et al. [ST16] (see chapter
2.4.2). This proposed global point cloud description method takes as input a 3D point
cloud that represents a partial view of a given object. Firstly, a reference frame for the
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point cloud is estimated. Afterward, a shape descriptor for the point cloud based on
the spatial distribution of the 3D points is calculated. The color distribution is also
considered to obtain a combined shape and color descriptor with a higher discriminative
power.

3.3.2

Online Recognition

In the online step, similar processing steps are applied to compute a global feature
descriptor from the data of the stereo camera. In detail, a disparity image is generated
from the two Red Green Blue (RGB) images of a passive stereo camera with a block
matching scheme. After reprojection to 3D, the background of the point cloud is ﬁltered
and clustered to segment the recognition of candidate objects. For each recognition
candidate, the global feature descriptor is computed to ﬁnd the most similar template
object in the Model Descriptor Cache. This search is performed with the L2-norm on
the global feature GASD-descriptor. The recognition outcome is the template, which
has the most similar feature descriptor histogram with the point cloud of the real object.
Finally, the approximate orientation of the object is reﬁned using the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm [CM92]. The resulting pose as a combination of position and
orientation is updated in the World Model by the Ontology Adapter.

3.3.3

Vision System Implementation

Since the stereo block-matching algorithm for point-cloud reconstruction relies on a
variety of parameters (disparity range, block size, ﬁlter values, etc.), an intuitive user
interface is implemented as shown in Figure 3.7. By providing live 3D point cloud
feedback, especially small artifacts around object edges can be observed and avoided
with diﬀerent parameters that usually are occluded in the depth image view.
The object recognition pipeline is implemented using the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [RC11],
whereas the User interface relies on Qt11 OpenCV12 , Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture
(CUDA)13 , the StereoVision library14 and VisPy15 .
In application, diﬀerent objects involved in the assembly process such as Printed circuit
board (PCB) as well as diﬀerent Through-hole technology (THT) devices (relays, capacitors, and potentiometers) are used, with the smallest object measuring only 7 mm
in length. In contrast to active RGB-D sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect V1/V216
and the Intel Realsense R43517 , both previously used in past work, the passive stereo
vision sensor is not limited by a minimal depth constraint which restricts the spatial
resolution. On the contrary, this passive sensor in combination with block-matching can
11

Qt, available at https://www.qt.io/
OpenCV, available at https://opencv.org/
13
CUDA, available at https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads
14
StereoVision library, available at https://github.com/erget/StereoVision
15
VisPy, available at https://github.com/vispy/vispy
16
https://developer.microsoft.com/de-de/windows/kinect/
17
https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435/
12
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of the user interface to calibrate the parameters of the stereo
block-matching algorithm. Either the left or right RGB camera image can be shown in
the upper right, which is matched with the conﬁgured parameters of the bottom to result
in a depth image visible on the right. By using the camera calibration data, a point
cloud viewer shows the resulting data in 3D in the main view.

only provide depth information for color/intensity-changes around edges and corners of
the object but not for textureless objects.
Another advantage observed in the experiments with the global descriptors is the higher
invariance to noise in contrast to a local-descriptor-based approach such as Fast Point
Feature Histograms (FPFH) [RBB09]. In the case of the object being captured with low
spatial resolution or high spatial noise, the correspondence grouping algorithm can not
identify any matches, but the global-matching approach yields a correct match (with a
relatively high distance).
In sum, suﬃcient recognition results for this use-case are achieved in metrics of precision
for the PCBs and accuracy due to the well-provided spatial resolution. However, with
the relatively inexpensive consumer camera and lens setup, this approach was not able
to identify smaller objects (less than 30 mm) without additional optics equipment.

3.4

Execution component

The purpose of the Low-Level control is to integrate the planning system with the
execution component for carrying out the abstract CRCL commands on the physical
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the low-level components and their communication channels.
components.
The CRCL generator of the Decision-Making component sends the planned commands
over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) to a CRCL interpreter of the low-level
component and monitors each command’s status reply. A generic CRCL interpreter is
implemented as a standardized IEC-61131 (International Electrotechnical Commission)
program to run on a Programmable logic controller (PLC) or a SoftPLC (Software PLC).
The purpose of this CRCL interpreter is the parsing of CRCL commands. For each PLC,
only the hardware-speciﬁc execution has to be implemented. In the presented use case, a
conveyor and two diﬀerent robots are used: an articulated 6-axis Kuka robot as well as a
Festo cartesian robot, as presented in Figure 3.8.
The CRCL interpreter parses the CRCL commands and notiﬁes the sender when the
execution of the command starts and ﬁnishes. To support the web-based application,
the standard XML-based syntax of the CRCL is replaced by JSON. This JSON format
is also used since it has a lower message size. Currently, the CRCL client sends CRCL
commands to the components PLCs via TCP-sockets but classical representational state
transfer (REST) interfaces are possible as well.
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CHAPTER

Application
4.1

Scenario

The application focuses on the eﬃcient automation of an assembly process that covers
the mounting of diﬀerent types of electronic devices for a price-sensitive product series
up to a lot size of 5. This includes the assembly of diﬀerent THT devices on a PCB as
shown in Figure 4.1. In this context, the involved manufacturing components have to
manipulate (pick-and-place) related workpieces (the THT devices) as well as to transport
(pass) them between locations to assembly them in the ﬁnal conﬁguration. The assembly
of THT devices is harder than the assembly of Surface-Mounted Devices (SMDs) since
the pins of THT devices are not uniform, i.e. they can be deformed. This is also a reason
why this process is currently performed manually by human workers.
The application consists of two robots, an articulated 6-axis Kuka robot and a Festo
cartesian robot, as well as a conveyor belt, which serves as a transportation unit that
REL1
C1

KL1
KL2

KL4

REL9

KL9

KL8
POT1 POT1

Figure 4.1: Two variants of PCB assembly conﬁgurations which deﬁne the type and pose
of the nine diﬀerent THT devices, labeled by name.
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Figure 4.2: In the left image, the application environment is shown, which consists of
a cartesian Festo robot, a connecting conveyor belt, and an articulated 6-axis robot by
Kuka (from left to right). In the right image, the assembled PCB is shown next to the
stereo sensor.
moves the THT devices between them (see Figure 4.2). The Kuka robot is equipped
with two vacuum grippers to transport two parts simultaneously. The conveyor belt
can transport a pallet with eight ﬁxtures, where each ﬁxture is capable to hold diﬀerent
THT-devices with a pneumatic cylinder mechanism.
To test the system’s ﬂexibility of the assembly line in diﬀerent scenarios, two variants of
PCB assembly conﬁgurations are focused which deﬁne the type and pose of the assembled
THT devices (see Figure 4.1). Therefore, the application also involves object localization
and recognition skills: A stereo camera can detect the type and pose of the PCB to
determine the PCB conﬁguration. Based on the PCB conﬁguration, the necessary THT
devices can be picked from storage trays and placed on the conveyor pallet ﬁxture by
the cartesian robot, transported to the articulated robot with the conveyor, and ﬁnally
assembled on the previously localized PCB.
The robots are equipped with vacuum grippers with diﬀerent nozzle sizes to handle the
THT devices. Because of the diﬀerent physical properties of the THT devices, each THT
device can only be handled by certain types of grippers, e.g. the bigger relays can only
be picked by the vacuum gripper with the bigger 4mm nozzle, but not the smaller 2mm
nozzle. In many cases, a THT device can be handled with multiple grippers, which helps
to decrease assembly time by picking multiple THT devices at the same time before
moving to another working area.

4.2

Use-Case Procedure

In the use case, once the PCB is identiﬁed by the vision system which saved this
information in the ontology, the Decision-Making component uses the ontology model to
plan the necessary assembly operations (e.g. picking from trays, passing between robots
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1 SELECT DISTINCT ∗
2 WHERE {
3
GRAPH : g o a l {
4
? s ?p ? o .
5
FILTER ( ? p IN ( r o : i s S u b D e v i c e O f , : canHandle ,
6
: hasPose , : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n , : i s H a n d l i n g ,
7
: canReach , : c o n t a i n s P o s e , : canBePlacedAt ) ) .
8
}
9 }

Listing 4.1: The generated SPARQL query queries all entities and relations from the
goal-subgraph.

and conveyor pallet ﬁxtures, moving the robots Tool Center Point (TCP) or the conveyor
pallet).
The objective of the Decision-Making component is to automatically generate and execute
coherent plans for each physical device (i.e. robot, conveyor) based on the current state
of the World Model and the required skill for each operation in the assembly process so
that the product can be produced. For this purpose, the entire assembly environment
is represented in the World Model including the type, position, tools, and skills of the
robots, and information about the conveyor and of the pallet that is composed of multiple
working areas as well as the model and position of the THT devices in the trays. These
entities are related by several associated properties, such as canBeReachedBy, canHandle,
isHandling, etc., as visualized in Figure 3.2

4.2.1

Problem Generation

As mentioned in section 3.2, these entities and relations are passed to the planner in
the form of a PDDL-problem as speciﬁed in the PDDL-problem template in Listing 3.1.
Based on this template, SPARQL-queries are generated by the PDDL-generator for
template completion. For example, the generated SPARQL-query to retrieve all entities
and relations from the goal-subgraph which are speciﬁed in the PDDL-domain is shown
in Listing 4.1. This query yields not only all explicit information from the ontology to
the planner, but also all reasoned implicit information.

4.2.2

Planning

After completing the PDDL-generation, the PDDL-planner tries to produce an optimal
plan which satisﬁes the goal, as mentioned in section 3.2. In the use-case, several
preconditions have to be fulﬁlled for the actions as stated in the pick-action in Listing 4.2.
The robot and the THT device to be picked up have to be within the same working range
(:hasPose, :canReach and isCurrentlyWithin) which need to be reachable (canReach).
Additionally, the gripper must be able to handle the part (:canHandle) and has to be
attached to the robot (ro:isSubDeviceOf ). Additionally, the gripper needs to be free
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9
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17

( :action pick
:parameters ( ? r o b o t − r o : R o b o t
? gripper − ro:Gripper ? part − ro:PhysicalObject
? p o s e − c a d : P o s e ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange )
:precondition ( and ( : h a s P o s e ? p a r t ? p o s e )
( :canReach ? robot ? pose )
( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? robot ? range )
( ro:isSubDeviceOf ? gripper ? robot )
( :canHandle ? g r i p p e r ? part )
( not ( i s H a n d l i n g P a r t ? g r i p p e r ) )
( : c o n t a i n s P o s e ? range ? pose )
)
: e f f e c t ( and ( : i s H a n d l i n g ? g r i p p e r ? p a r t )
( isHandlingPart ? gripper )
( not ( : h a s P o s e ? p a r t ? p o s e ) )
)
)

Listing 4.2: The picking action of the PDDL-domain in the use-case.

(isHandlingPart); in other words, no other object should be already handled with the
gripper.
To handle the move of a THT device from one robot to another, a similar passing action
is implemented which uniﬁes the place action of the ﬁrst robot and the pick action of the
second robot in one action.
Additionally, the system reasons about the optimal tool usage and conveyor transport
pallet ﬁxture placement. In the current conﬁguration, the ontology contains information
about which THT device can be handled with which vacuum gripper and which pallet
ﬁxture. This information is used by the planner to calculate a plan that includes the
gripping of multiple parts before moving between working areas to minimize the overall
execution time by minimizing the number of moves. This is also applied to the conveyor:
since each side of the conveyor is within a diﬀerent working area, the planner tries to
minimize the conveyor moves by maximizing the transport pallet utilization.

4.2.3

Planner Evaluation

For this three robots assembly use-case, the generated PDDL-problem consists of 46
objects and 112 predicate deﬁnitions, which are queried from the ontology and converted
into PDDL within 387ms. Multiple PDDL planners are integrated into the framework
to evaluate and use the planner with the best performance. As shown in Figure 4.3, 15
diﬀerent planning algorithm conﬁgurations are utilized to measure calculation time and
plan costs. In the use case, the plan costs are equivalent to the number of actions to reach
the goal. Each planning evaluation is limited to 60 seconds. Planning with the fastest
planning algorithm conﬁguration (Fast-Downward with Lama ﬁrst) took 2.1 seconds for
a solution with 37 actions. The generated plan from this planner is shown in Listing 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Performance evaluation of 15 diﬀerent planning algorithms.
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( p i c k : r o b o t _ f e s t o :vacuumgripper_festo_2mm : p a r t _ k l 4 : p o s e _ k l 4
:workingrange_init )
( move : r o b o t _ f e s t o : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ i n i t : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ c o n v e y o r _ f e s t o )
( p a s s : r o b o t _ f e s t o : r o b o t _ c o n v e y o r :vacuumgripper_festo_2mm
:vacuumgripper_conveyor_4 : p a r t _ k l 4 : p o s e _ c o n v e y o r _ f e s t o
:workingrange_conveyor_festo )
( move : r o b o t _ f e s t o : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ c o n v e y o r _ f e s t o : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ i n i t )
( p i c k : r o b o t _ f e s t o :vacuumgripper_festo_2mm : p a r t _ r e l 9 : p o s e _ r e l 9
:workingrange_init )
( move : r o b o t _ f e s t o : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ i n i t : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ c o n v e y o r _ f e s t o )
( p a s s : r o b o t _ f e s t o : r o b o t _ c o n v e y o r :vacuumgripper_festo_2mm
:vacuumgripper_conveyor_5 : p a r t _ r e l 9 : p o s e _ c o n v e y o r _ f e s t o
:workingrange_conveyor_festo )
...
( p a s s : r o b o t _ c o n v e y o r : r o bo t _ k u k a :vacuumgripper_conveyor_2
:vacuumgripper_kuka_2mm : p a r t _ k l 1 :pose_conveyor_kuka
:workingrange_conveyor_kuka )
( p a s s : r o b o t _ c o n v e y o r : r ob o t_ k u ka :vacuumgripper_conveyor_1
:vacuumgripper_kuka_4mm : p a r t _ k l 2 :pose_conveyor_kuka
:workingrange_conveyor_kuka )
( move : r o bo t _ k u k a :workingrange_conveyor_kuka : w o r k i n g r a n g e _ g o a l )
( drop :rob ot _k uka :vacuumgripper_kuka_2mm : p a r t _ k l 1 : p o s e _ k l 1 _ g o a l
:workingrange_goal )
( drop :rob ot _k uka :vacuumgripper_kuka_4mm : p a r t _ k l 2 : p o s e _ k l 2 _ g o a l
:workingrange_goal )

Listing 4.3: The generated plan from the planner for the three robot assembly tasks. The
ﬁrst 7 actions show the picking of the assembly parts with the Festo robot to pass them
to the conveyor, before the conveyor moves. The last 5 actions show the multi gripper
behaviour to handle two parts simultaneously before moving to the next working area to
save time
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4.2.4

Plan Execution

As mentioned previously, after planning and plan parsing, the plan executor needs to
query additional context information from the ontology for the execution of the abstract
plan actions. For all these actions, which operate with positions, the abstract positions
are retrieved from the World Model with the concrete coordinates by the context queries.
The exact positions are retrieved by combining the planned position with the picking
point of the object. Since the positions are also speciﬁed by a three-dimensional rotation,
the so-called poses are combined by matrix multiplication of homogeneous coordinates.
Depending on the motion planning capabilities of the robot, the additional combination
of this resulting pose with the current TCP is done on the low-level component.
Finally, the list of actions is sent to the relevant component together with the information
necessary for executing the task.
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Discussion
The motivation of the presented and applied knowledge-based framework is to provide
more autonomy for robotics systems. The main focus is to enable the robot to understand
the actual environmental conditions so that it is able to plan and act according to
the current situation. In this context, the developed framework includes perception,
reasoning, and planning abilities, which support the ability of the robotics system to
adapt to changing demands and increasing product variants, which require agile action
and ﬂexibility.
The ontology is not only used to represent the products and parts but also to describe the
types of available resources and their relationships within the production environment.
This available knowledge supports the system ﬂexibility regarding object detection and
localization as well as various manipulation actions. Within the framework, the developed
knowledge base provides a comprehensive source of information, which is necessary for
successful robot task execution. We integrated diﬀerent types of robots that receive the
queried knowledge from the knowledge base to be able to handle diﬀerent manipulation
actions for proving the ﬂexibility of the approach. Consequently, this generic approach is
applicable for assembling diﬀerent objects with diﬀerent types of robots.
Integrated reasoning makes robots more independent by being able to understand the
actual manipulation constraints and conclude which position is reachable and how to
grasp a workpiece. The presented approach shows, without concrete quantiﬁcation, the
signiﬁcant potential to reduce programming eﬀorts, as the presented planning approach
automatically generates the commands to be executed by the low-level component.
Besides, the deﬁned action models are generic and separated from the concrete problem
description. This makes them more reusable for creating code for diﬀerent types of robots
and product conﬁgurations.
The action models are then continuously matched with the problem models that represent
the application domain as well as the current real-world state, which is subject to changes
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and continuously adapted. This also facilitates easier uncoupling from the underlying
execution system as the same actions can be executed with diﬀerent robot types if
an appropriate interface is provided. We proved in our application the generalization
capabilities of the framework by interconnecting two diﬀerent types of robots from two
diﬀerent manufacturers. Moreover, the level of required robotic knowledge is considerably
lowered, considering that the user has to specify the product conﬁguration and workpiece
description on an abstract level. In other words, the knowledge needed for robotic
application implementation is moved from robotics experts into the framework, and
domain experts can deploy speciﬁc assembly or manufacturing tasks easier. This removes
the need for manually programming each robot activity, whenever a new product is
introduced. The use-case is designed and deployed to show the applicability of the
knowledge-based approach for handling the assembly of small lot size products.
One of the shortcomings of our approach is that the gained ﬂexibility is related to
the scale and quality of the content provided in the knowledge base, as all states and
eﬀects that inﬂuence the robot’s actions have to be explicitly represented in the word
model. Otherwise, a plan may not be executable if the description of the current
situation is not complete or inaccurate. As a result, the modeling of the systems objects,
states, relationships, constraints, and actions can be a very extensive process for some
application domains. Further shortcomings are related to the employed inexpensive
perception equipment as the current setup does not provide the required minimal spatial
resolution to recognize small parts.
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Conclusion
To handle the ever-increasing number of individualized products with short delivery times,
production systems have to become more ﬂexible and agile. Robotics technology, which
can provide high eﬃciency, precision, and repeatability, is regarded as a viable solution
to cope with these challenges. However, robotics systems still do not meet completely the
demands of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and signiﬁcant time-consuming
eﬀorts are still needed to realize a fully automated production of small lot sizes. Typical
industrial robotics systems are not ﬂexible enough and new methods, which are able to
autonomously generate and execute process plans, should be introduced to respond to
rapidly changing demands in the production domain.
It is anticipated that increasing the robots’ knowledge and autonomy could lead to
more agile and ﬂexible robotics systems. Knowledge can play a signiﬁcant role in
establishing links between tasks, robot capabilities, perception, and actions. In this paper,
we presented a knowledge-based framework able to atomically transform the robotics
tasks into process plans, which are further interpreted into concrete robot commands
and executed. The framework incorporates a knowledge base with integrated reasoning
services, a planning module able to provide granular robotic plans as well as a sensing
module for automatic object recognition. An ontology-based representation of the product
is used to connect product designs, robot handling processes, and required equipment as
well as to semantically link perception data with geometric features that are represented
in a knowledge base. In this context, we also developed an automated mapping between
the knowledge base and the planner. The proposed knowledge-driven approach simpliﬁes
the programming eﬀorts of the industrial robot, having code generated automatically
based on the deﬁned rules, states, and actions. A system engineer then only needs to
describe the functionality of the assembly line or characteristics of the product to be
assembled, without having to consider further engineering issues. In our application, we
successfully used the developed mechanism for planning pick-and-place operations of an
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industry robot by Kuka as well as a Festo cartesian robot, which are jointly applied for
the assembly of THTs.

In future work, we focus on the introduction of more complex products and production
layouts in the framework and integrating temporal planning, as well as re-planning for
dynamic environments, and pairing them with a digital twin. We also aim to combine the
advantages of knowledge-based systems and deep learning methods. On the one hand,
the semantic representation of the object in the environment will be used for the robot to
understand and extract information relevant for further actions. On the other hand, the
deep learning algorithms will be used to perceive the environment and learn adequate
behavior enabling the framework to cope with uncertainties, but also reducing a further
need for explicit programming.
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Appendix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

( define (domain KnowDrift )
( :requirements : s t r i p s :typing )
( :types

)

c a d : P o s e ro:WorkingRange r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t − o b j e c t
ro:Device ro:Part − ro:PhysicalObject
ro:Gripper ro:Robot − ro:Device

( :predicates
( ro:isSubDeviceOf ? childDevice − ro:Device ? parentDevice − ro:Device )
( :canHandle ? g r i p p e r − ro:Gripper ? o b j e c t − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t )
( :hasPose ? physi calObject − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? pose − cad:Pose )
( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? r o b o t − r o : R o b o t ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange )
( :isHandling ? gripper − ro:Gripper ? object − ro:PhysicalObject )
( isHandlingPart ? gripper − ro:Gripper )
( :canReach ? robot − ro:Robot ? pose − cad:Pose )
( : c o n t a i n s P o s e ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange ? p o s e − c a d : P o s e )
( :canBePlacedAt ? o b j e c t − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? pose − cad:Pose )
)
( :action pick
:parameters ( ? r o b o t − r o : R o b o t ? g r i p p e r − r o : G r i p p e r
? p a r t − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? p o s e − c a d : P o s e ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange )

)

)

:precondition ( and ( : h a s P o s e ? p a r t ? p o s e )
( :canReach ? robot ? pose )
( :i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? robot ? range )
( ro:isSubDeviceOf ? gripper ? robot )
( :canHandle ? g r i p p e r ? part )
( not ( i s H a n d l i n g P a r t ? g r i p p e r ) )
( : c o n t a i n s P o s e ? range ? pose )
: e f f e c t ( and ( : i s H a n d l i n g ? g r i p p e r ? p a r t )
( isHandlingPart ? gripper )
( not ( : h a s P o s e ? p a r t ? p o s e ) )
)
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

( : a c t i o n move
:parameters ( ? r o b o t − r o : R o b o t ? from − ro:WorkingRange
? t o − ro:WorkingRange )
:precondition ( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? r o b o t ? from )

)

: e f f e c t ( and ( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? r o b o t ? t o )
( not ( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? r o b o t ? from ) )
)

( : a c t i o n drop
:parameters ( ? r o b o t − r o : R o b o t ? g r i p p e r − r o : G r i p p e r
? p a r t − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? p o s e − c a d : P o s e ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange )
:precondition ( and ( : c a n R e a c h ? r o b o t ? p o s e )
( ro:isSubDeviceOf ? gripper ? robot )
( :isHandling ? gripper ? part )
( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? robot ? range )
( : c o n t a i n s P o s e ? range ? pose )
( :canBePlacedAt ? part ? pose )
)

)

: e f f e c t ( and ( : h a s P o s e ? p a r t ? p o s e )
( not ( : i s H a n d l i n g ? g r i p p e r ? p a r t ) )
( not ( i s H a n d l i n g P a r t ? g r i p p e r ) )
)

( :action pass
:parameters ( ? s e n d e r R o bo t − r o : R o b o t ? r e c e i v e r R o b o t − r o : R o b o t
? senderGripper − ro:Gripper ? receiverGripper − ro:Gripper
? p a r t − r o : P h y s i c a l O b j e c t ? p o s e − c a d : P o s e ? r a n g e − ro:WorkingRange )
:precondition ( and ( : c a n R e a c h ? s e n d e r R o b o t ? p o s e )
( :canReach ? r e c e i v e r R o b o t ? pose )
( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? senderRobot ? range )
( : i s C u r r e n t l y W i t h i n ? receiverRobot ? range )
( : c o n t a i n s P o s e ? range ? pose )
( r o : i s S u b D e v i c e O f ? s e n d e r G r i p p e r ? se n d e r R o b o t )
( ro:isSubDeviceOf ? receiverGripper ? receiverRobot )
( :canHandle ? senderGripper ? part )
( :canHandle ? r e c e i v e r G r i p p e r ? part )
( :isHandling ? senderGripper ? part )
( not ( i s H a n d l i n g P a r t ? r e c e i v e r G r i p p e r ) )
)

)

)

: e f f e c t ( and ( : i s H a n d l i n g ? r e c e i v e r G r i p p e r ? p a r t )
( isHandlingPart ? receiverGripper )
( not ( : i s H a n d l i n g ? s e n d e r G r i p p e r ? p a r t ) )
( not ( i s H a n d l i n g P a r t ? s e n d e r G r i p p e r ) )
)

Listing 1: The full PDDL-domain of the pick-and-place application use-case.
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